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In Stock!
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THE Hippo SWIRL  
Mug 40 OZ. | S930

Check it out!

FOUR colors to choose from:

Are you focused on daily hydration with style? And need to intake 80 to 128 ounces daily?* Then choose The Hippo Swirl Mug! With this 40-ounce 
vessel, you can enjoy more while saving time on refilling! The Hippo Swirl Mug is built to hold your favorite beverages, keeping them cold for up 
to 11 hours and hot for up to 7 hours. Each mug is strong and durable, from its handle to a convenient screw-on clear straw lid with a twist closure, 
giving you the option of drinking with or without the removable straw. Promote your brand and quench your thirst with The Hippo Swirl Mug! 
*The National Library of Medicine daily water recommendation. NOTE: The variation and color of the swirls may make certain imprint colors not show well. It is highly recommended 
to choose a good contrasting color(s) that will be visible against the swirls.
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EQP Price: $15.39 (R) 
MOQ: 50
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